S U B Z E R O C A S E S T U DY

A single source of consolidated
worldwide information
Krupal Patel – Senior Compliance Engineer
At Sub-Zero, I’m responsible for the acquisition and management of material declarations. I also support design engineering compliance
initiatives including monitoring and tracking future regulations, laws and directives concerning material related compliance.

Our Challenges
The rate of change of global legislation affecting our products is constantly
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source to monitor these regulatory activities worldwide. The information we
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received was from numerous locations and was fragmented.
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flexibility is why both Sub-Zero and

The daily alerts, access to expert opinions, market entry reports on an as
needed basis and the ability to share information with our international partners
made C2P, the compliance management platform, the perfect choice for us.
In the past, we were always playing catch up. However, now we are able to
monitor and stay on top of worldwide regulatory activities that are specific to
our products. This enables us to be more proactive in addressing issues related
to forthcoming regulations.

www.complianceandrisks.com
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